INDUSTRIAL BRUSHES BROCHURE

SACEMA
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN INDUSTRIAL BRUSH

Dynamic, efficient and customization.
We are an international enterprise, involved in giving solutions of a wide range of industrial brushes and sweepers for industry, cleaning roads, streets, highway and others.

What makes us different?
✓ We listen. We are focused on our clients needs and we take advantage of sector innovation.
✓ We adapt. We offer diverse solutions for our customers, complementing services with related supplies and services to industrial brushing solutions. We offer personalized engineer solutions at reasonable prices.
✓ We innovate. We are always trying new possibilities, developing products and improving processes.
From global projects to brushes replacement. In Sacema, we offer a comprehensive response to optimize results and performance.

- We design the brush, its shaft and support, we also select the best fibres for your needs.
- We can make the brush under a sketch, draw, sample or technical specifications.
- We define the base material and arrangement of fibres according to the application.

APPLICATION: Brushes for cleaning, sanding, polishing or scraping surfaces. Sealing and handling of materials. Food industry...
Versatile and durable. Strip Brushes, made by metal slot or flexible body. They are products that offer very different configurations depending on the particular needs of each client.

- Product separation or transfer.
- Conveyor cleaning.
- Applying pressure to a surface.
- Surface roughening.
- External or internal pipe cleaning.
- Glass washing, fruit or vegetables washing.

Permanent innovation
Industrial processes are changing constantly, for this reason in Sacema we are specialized in the design and production of new products adding the improvement of the ones we already have.

R & D Team
Our innovation department is constantly studying how to include brush making projects to optimize processes. Our team is able to develop, manufacture, assemble, install and certify the innovations created, both in the mechanical, electrical and control systems.
ROAD CLEANING BRUSHES

We have flexibility in all types of brushes
We are manufacturers of any industrial brush for street cleaning sweepers. We have gutter brooms, rollers (cylindrical) and ring brushes. We also supply spare parts for cleaning machinery, hand brooms, sweepers and industrial cleaning products.

Types of brushes
✓ Side and front brushes (gutter brooms)
✓ Refillable Sweeper Brushes
✓ Cylindrical brushes (rollers)
✓ Ring brushes (sections)
✓ Brushes for scrubbers
GUTTER BROOMS
Sacema manufactures and supplies gutter brooms for all types of industrial sweepers, roads or street cleaning machines such as Piquersa, Ausa, Dulevo, Antoli, Schmidt, Bucher Citycat, Ravo, Cityfan, Scarab, Bochung, Sicas, MFH, Johnston, Hako, Nilfisk, Tennant, Karcher and many more.

- Availability of polypropylene fibres, steel wire or mixed.
- Different sweeper brushes depending on size and material of disc, fittings and sweeping material.
- Possibility to make customized brushes.

Refillable Sweeper Brushes
An innovative system developed by Sacema for street cleaning sweepers. It is a reusable disc and tufts, which can be adapted to many road or street sweepers machines

- It allows drivers to refill themselves the brush simply and effectively.
- Reduction of direct and indirect costs.
- Ecologic and easy to stock.
We manufacture and supply roller brushes, also known as cylindrical brushes, for a wide range of industrial and road sweeper machines like Piquersa, AUSA, Antoli, Schmidt SK, Faun and Cityfan, Dulevo, MZ Immer and Scarab Mistral, among others.

In addition, Sacema has roller brushes for a multitude of industrial sweepers such as Nilfisk-Advance, PowerBoss, Isal, Hako, Karcher, Tennant, R.C.M., Dulevo, and many more.

Ring Brush steel core base.
- Different types of fibers with variety of spacers.
- Straight with a pin or Zig-Zag with two pins.
- In polypropylene, crimped steel wire or polyamide.

Ring Brush plastic core base.
- Variety of density and distribution of punches.
- In polypropylene, polyamide or mix PPL with steel wires.
- Different options of sizes according to the inner and outer diameter of the brush.
SCRUBBER BRUSHES
We offer a wide range of scrubber brushes for both scrubbers and polishers, which are used in warehouses, shopping centers, streets, parks, car parks or industries.

Availability for most models in the market: Adiatek, Alto Clarke, Columbus, Comac, CTM, Dulevo, Fimap, Fiorentini, Floor Ipc, Ipc, Gansow, Ghibli, Hako, Heft, Isal, Hoover, Karcher, Lavorwash, Niclo, Niflisk-Advance, Nobles, Numatic, Omm, Power Boss, R.C.M., Sorma, Taski, Tennant, Tsm, Wetrok, Windsor, Wirbel and many more.

SPARE PARTS FOR SWEEPER MACHINES
Wide range of spare parts for industrial, compact sweepers, street cleaning machines, sweepers mounted on truck or waste disposal vehicles, among others.

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
We repair scrubber, road sweeper, street sweeper, or industrial sweeping machines as well as machines for municipal services. We are able to repair most of common faults of those machines like hydraulic faults or leaks, worn parts, electric problems...
AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL SWEEPERS
FOR DAILY CLEANING

Adapted to your machinery and applications
We are manufacturers of a family of sweeping machines attachable to forklifts, shovels, auto-loaders or tractors. Our sweepers provide cleaning, low cost effectiveness, using available machinery.

Types of Sweepers
✓ Push Brush
✓ Agricultural sweeper without tank
✓ Industrial sweeper without tank
Push brush is an industrial broom that moves waste. It is coupled to forklifts, auto-loaders or tractors. It is a practical brush, durable, without moving parts, resistant and low cost. It is used in different sectors and applications: agriculture and livestock, industrial warehouses, parking and public areas, works and quarries, recycling plants and waste treatment...

- Reusable steel frame 5 mm frame and high density brushes.
- 4 standard sweep width measurements: 1.200, 1.800, 2.400 and 3.000 mm.
- Anticorrosive and painted primer finish.
- Available with rotary function.
- Easily customizable and adaptable to many applications.
The agricultural and / or industrial sweeper, with rotary cylindrical brush, provides an effective, high quality sweep, no matter what type of residue it has to sweep or on what surface. This sweeper comes prepared with a modular frame that allows its attachment to forklifts, loaders or tractors, without need of tool.

- Transmission is made by industrial gears, without belts or chains. It is moved by hydraulic engine that it allows rotating to both sizes.
- The only necessary maintenance is the lubrication of the moving parts.
- Finish in anticorrosive and painted primer.
Our shovel buckets sweeper is a sweeper machine that fits on shovel buckets and it uses them for collecting trash.

- It is very robust, durable and effective.
- Transmission is made by industrial gears, without belts or chains. It is moved by hydraulic engine that it allows rotating to both sizes.
- High quality sweep finished whatever the dirt or the surface.
- Finish in anticorrosive and painted primer.
- The only necessary maintenance is the lubrication of the moving parts.

**APPLICATIONS:** Agriculture and livestock, industrial warehouses, parking and public areas, works and quarries, recycling plants and waste treatment...
HAND STREET SWEEPER BROOMS AND ACCESSORIES
To improve the efficiency of sweeping and maneuverability, in Sacema we offer industrial brooms and professional brushes for sweepers.

In addition, we complete the offer with industrial brooms, handles, pickers, sweepers and litter bins. Full range and a set of accessories to meet all needs.

INDUSTRIAL CLEANING PRODUCTS
A wide range of industrial cleaning products that provide excellent results: descaling product, scrubber cleaner with bio-alcohol, degreasing cream for hands, industrial cleaning gel for changing rooms, toilets and services, cotton, rags...
LOCATION AND COMMERCIAL CONTACT
C/ General Suárez Valdés n° 8 Gijón 33204 (Asturias) SPAIN
Telephone: +34 984 06 80 80 Mobile: +34 676 84 75 40
www.sacemagroup.com | info@sacema.es